Data Deposit Workflow

1. Data Underpinning
   - Published Research
     - Is data used in a manuscript accepted for publication?
       - Yes
         - Does publisher require data to be deposited in a specific repository?
           - Yes
             - Data deposited and accessible to the public in publisher’s chosen repository
               - Metadata record created and deposited in CIP dataverse
               - Permanent link added to article citation
           - No
             - Data prepared for archiving
               - Access conditions specified (internal use, embargoed, public)
       - No
         - Data deposited and accessible to the public on CIP dataverse

2. Data Outside Scope
   - of Published Research
     - Does publisher require data to be deposited in a specific repository?
       - Yes
         - Data prepared for archiving
           - Access conditions specified (internal use, embargoed, public)
       - No
         - Data deposited and accessible to the public on CIP dataverse

For more information on Open Access contact:
- DATA: Henry Juarez        h.juarez@cgiar.org
- PUBLISHING: Gabriela Hidalgo       G.Hidalgo@cgiar.org